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Abstract: Abstract: Abstract: Abstract:       
The  robust  version  of  the  classical  instrumental  variables,  called  Instrumental 
Weighted Variables (IWV) and the conditions for its  n -consistency as given in the 
Part  I  and  II  of  this  paper  are  recalled.  Of  course,  the  reasons  why  the  classical 
instrumental  variables  as  well  as  IWV  were  introduced  and  the  idea  of  implicit 
weighting the residuals (firstly employed by the Least Weighted Squares, see Víšek  
(2000)) are also very briefly recalled (details were discussed in Part I of this paper). 
Then asymptotic representation and normality of all solutions of the corresponding 
normal equations is proved. 
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  INTRODUCTION
The paper concludes the proof of basic properties (Bahadur representation and asymptotic normal-
ity) of Instrumetal Weighted Variables (V¶ ³· sek (2006b) - consistency- and (2006c) -
p
n-consistency).
Therefore the reasons for introducing the Instrumental Weighted Variables as well as for employ-
ing the idea of implicit weighting residuals, as ¯rstly used in V¶ ³· sek (2000), are only sketched. First
of all, let us introduce basic notations.
Let N denote the set of all positive integers, R the real line and Rp the p-dimensional Euclidean
space. We are going to consider the linear regression model given as
Yi = X
0




j + ei; i = 1;2;:::;n: (1)
To simplify some steps of proofs, we will assume, without loss of generality that ¯0 = 0. Never-
theless sometimes we shall write ¯¡¯0 instead of only ¯ to give e.g. asymptotic representation or





in the usual form. The following conditions








is sequence of independent and identically distributed p + 1-











is positive de¯nite matrix and the density fejX(vjX1 = x) is uni-
formly in x bounded in v, say by Ue.
We will use FX(x) and Fe(v) (fX(x) and fe(v)) for the marginals of FX;e(x;v) (and their densities,
respectively). (Throughout the paper all vectors will be assumed the column ones.)
ESTIMATING BY MEANS OF INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
Due to the fact that




















Xiei = I E (X1 ¢ e1) a: s:; (2)
one easy veri¯es that the violation of orthogonality condition I E feijXig = 0 implies inconsistency





k is, starting with some
n0 (say), positive de¯nite almost surely).
Two of the best known example of the situations when the orthogonality condition fails,
were recalled in V¶ ³· sek (2006b) and (2006c) (the model with lagged explanatory variables and the
situation in which the explanatory variables are measured with a random error, see also Judge et
al. (1985) or V¶ ³· sek (1998)).
It is well-known that the classical econometrics o®ers for such a situation the Method of Instru-
mental Variables.
De¯nition 1 For any sequence of random vectors fZig
1











1will be called the estimator obtained by means of the method of Instrumental Variables (or Instru-
mental Variables, for short) and denoted by ^ ¯(IV;n).
Nowadays, the method became the standard tool in studies of panel data since the correlation
of explanatory variables and disturbances very frequently take place. There is even a collection
of papers exploring the optimal way of the selecting the instruments for explanatory variables,
see e.g. Arellano, Bond (1991), Arellano, Bover (1995) or Sargan (1988) (and for examples of
implementation see for SAS - Der and Everitt (2002), for R and S-PLUS - Fox, J. (2002)).
As (3) is an analogy of the normal equations for the Ordinary Least Squares, ^ ¯(IV;n) is not
robust with respect to the outliers and/or leverage points. Hence we are going to de¯ne its
robusti¯ed version. We shall use the idea of implicit weighting the squared residuals which was
¯rstly employed in the method of the Least Weighted Squares, see V¶ ³· sek (2000).
RECALLING THE LEAST WEIGHTED SQUARES
Let us enlarge a bit the notations. Let us denote for any ¯ 2 Rp by ri(¯) = Yi ¡ X
0
i¯ the i-th
residual and by r2
(h)(¯) the h-th order statistic among the squared residuals. It means that
r2
(1)(¯) · r2
(2)(¯) · ::: · r2
(n)(¯): (4)
Then the Least Weighted Squares can be de¯ned as follows (see V¶ ³· sek (2000), see also (2002a,b)):






where wi;i = 1;2;:::;n are weights (see also · C¶ ³· zek (2002) where the estimator is called the
Smoothed Least Trimmed Squares). They are usually generated by a weight function with fol-
lowing properties (compare H¶ ajek, · Sid¶ ak (1967)):
C2 Weight function w : [0;1] ! [0;1] is absolutely continuous and nonincreasing, with the deriva-
tive w0(®) bounded from below by ¡L, w(0) = 1:





and (5) turns to











Following H¶ ajek, · Sid¶ ak (1967) for any i 2 f1;2;:::;ng let us denote by ¼(¯;i) the rank of the i-th
residual. It means that
¼(¯;i) = j 2 f1;2;:::;ng i® r2
i(¯) = r2
(j)(¯) (6)
(notice that ¼(¯;i) is then r.v.). Then we have



























see V¶ ³· sek (2006b).
2INSTRUMENTAL WEIGHTED VARIABLES
There is no reason to believe that the inconsistency of the Ordinary Least Squares, when the
orthogonality condition is broken (as we recalled it in INTRODUCTION), will not take place
also for the Least Weighted Squares. It is a straightforward idea that the remedy is to \merge"
together the Method of Instrumental Variables and the Least Weighted Squares.
De¯nition 2 For any sequence of random vectors fZig
1

















will be called the Instrumental Weighted Variables estimator and denoted by ^ ¯(IWV;n;w).
Remark 1 We of course hope that the Instrumental Weighted Variables are consistent (as the
classical Instrumental Variables) and robust (as the Least Weighted Squares). Let us recall that
the elements of the sequence fZig
1
i=1 are usually denoted as instruments. Of course, without loss
of generality we may assume that Zi1 = 1 and I EZij = 0;j = 2;3;:::;p and i = 1;2;:::.
We will need some additional notations. For any ¯ 2 Rp the distribution of the absolute value of
residual will be denoted F¯(v). In other words,
F¯(v) = P(jY1 ¡ X
0






j < v): (10)
Similarly, for any ¯ 2 Rp the empirical distribution of the absolute value of residual will be denoted
F
(n)
¯ (v). It means that, denoting the indicator of a set A by I fAg, we have (keep in mind that





















































3CONSISTENCY OF THE INSTRUMENTAL WEIGHTED VARIABLES














¯ < u) (13)






























Notice please that due to the fact that the ball f¯ 2 Rp;k¯k = ³g is compact, there is ¯° 2 f¯ 2




Similarly, for any ³ 2 R+ let us denote















Notice please that ¿³ ¸ 0 and that again due to the fact that the ball f¯ 2 Rp;k¯k · ³g is also
compact, the in¯mum is ¯nite, and hence there is a ~ ¯ 2 f¯ 2 Rp;k¯k · ³g so that










1~ ¯ < 0g
i
~ ¯: (18)
C3 The instrumental variables fZig
1
i=1 ½ Rp are independent and identically distributed with
distribution function FZ(z). Moreover, they are independent from the sequence feig
1
i=1. Further,









1 are positive de¯nite and there is q > 1 so that I E fkZ1k ¢ kX1kg
q < 1. Finally, there
is a > 0, b 2 (0;1) and ¸ > 0 so that
a ¢ (b ¡ °¸;a) ¢ w(b) > ¿¸ (19)
for °¸;a and ¿¸ given by (15) and (17).
Remark 2 Please, compare C3 with V¶ ³· sek (1998a,b) where we considered instrumental M-estimators
and the discussion of assumptions for M-instrumental variables was given.












in the variable ¯ 2 Rp has unique solution ¯0 = 0.





of the solutions of normal equations I NEZ;n(^ ¯(IWV;n;w)) = 0 (see (9)) is weakly consistent.
For the proof see V¶ ³· sek (2006b).
p
n-CONSISTENCY OF THE INSTRUMENTAL WEIGHTED VARIABLES
We will need to enlarge the previous conditions.
NC1 The density fejX(rjX1 = x) is uniformly with respect to x Lipschitz of the ¯rst order (with
the corresponding constant equal to Be). Moreover, f0
e(r) exists and is bounded in absolute value
by U0
e.
NC2 The derivative w0(®) of the weight function is Lipschitz of the ¯rst order (with the corre-
sponding constant Jw).

















For the proof see V¶ ³· sek (2006c).
ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE INSTRUMENTAL WEIGHTED VARIABLES
First of all, let us put for any M 2 R+
T (M) = ft 2 Rp; ktk · Mg: (21)
Then we can prove
Lemma 3 Let the conditions C1 and NC1 hold and ¯x arbitrary " > 0; M 2 (0;1) and ¿ 2
(1
2; 3
4). Then there is K 2 (0;1) and n";M;¿ 2 N so that for all n > n";M;¿
P
Ã(



















> 1 ¡ ": (22)







¯0 are random variables which we could indicate by
writing (22) in the following form
P
Ã(



















> 1 ¡ ":







¯0 (r) are equal to zero for r · 0, we



















































i 2 f1;2;:::;ng : ei ¸ r and
¯ ¯






















i 2 f1;2;:::;ng : ei · ¡r and
¯
¯





























Now, let us observe that m
(+)
n;U(r;t) represents the number of indices for which
¯
¯






¯ < r (27)
but for which
r · ei: (28)
In other words, the observations, indices of which belong to m
(+)






(r) is evaluated but they are not assumed when we look for F
(n)
¯0 (r). Of course,
both for F
(n)





(r) there are some other indices which are taken into









(the subindices U and L indicate that we take into account upper and lower end of the interval
(¡r;r), respectively; similarly superindices \(+)" and \(-)" hint that the corresponding number
m
(¤)
¤;¤ is add to or subtracted from the number of points taken into account for evaluating the e.d.f.


















It means that if we prove that for any " 2 (0;1);M > 0 and ¿ 2 (1
2; 3
4) there is n";M;¿ 2 N so that
for all n > n";M;¿
P
Ã(






> 1 ¡ ";
6we conclude the proof. In order to do it, let us consider (27) and (28) which implies that




under assumption that r < r ¡ n¡ 1
2X
0




i (r;t) = I
n


















i (r;t) = b
(+)














is a sequence of independent identically distributed stochastic
processes with index set R £ T (M) (i.e. r 2 R;t 2 T (M) (for T (M) see (21)). Each of this





















2 ¢ Ue ktk
Z
kxkdFX(x) · n¡ 1
2 ¢ Ue ¢ M ¢ I E kX1k: (32)
Now denote ¢ = Ue ¢M ¢I E kX1k and ¯nd n0 2 N so that for all n > n0 we have n¡ 1
2 ¢¢ 2 (0;1).
It means that on T (M) we have for n > n0
¼i(r;t) < n¡ 1
2 ¢ ¢: (33)













i (r;t) = ¡¼i(r;t)
´
= 1 ¡ ¼i(r;t):
Now, following Portnoy (1983), Jure· ckov¶ a (1984) or Jure· ckov¶ a and Sen (1989), we are going to










sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s. Let us denote by W(s) the Wiener process and let us de¯ne ¿
(+)
i (r;t) to




























7(for details of this step see again Portnoy (1983), Jure· ckov¶ a (1984), Jure· ckov¶ a and Sen (1989) or
V¶ ³· sek (1996a), (2002c)). Further, let us de¯ne Vi to be the time for the Wiener process to exit
interval (¡n¡ 1
2 ¢ ¢;1). Due to the fact that for any r 2 R and any t 2 T (M) we have for all
i = 1;2;:::;n
¼i(r;t)) · n¡ 1
2 ¢ ¢ and 1 ¡ ¼i(r;t)) · 1;
we conclude that again for any r 2 R+ and any t 2 T (M)
¿
(+)
i (r;t) < Vi:
Then, employing separability of the processes »
(+)












































Due to Lemma A.1 we have
n¡ 1
2 ¢ I EVi = n¡1 ¢ ¢:
Finding K1 < 1 so that ¢
K1 < "
2 and utilizing Chebyshev inequality for positive random variables,
we have for all n 2 N
P
Ã(



































































































































8Now, recalling the fact that varfW(2 ¢ K1)g = 2 ¢ K1 and using Chebyshev inequality, we arrive
at





























Taking now successively into account (24), (25) and (26), we de¯ne
b
(¡)
i (r;t) = I
n
r ¡ n¡ 1
2X
0




i (r;t) = I
n
¡r ¡ n¡ 1
2X
0





i (r;t) = I
n
























i (r;t) ¡ b
(¡)
i (r;t) + c
(+)































































i (r;t) ¡ I Eb
(¡)
i (r;t) + I Ec
(+)







Having derived successively similar inequalities to (38) for
»
(¡)
i (r;t) = b
(¡)




i (r;t) = c
(+)






i (r;t) = c
(¡)
i (r;t) ¡ I Ec
(¡)
i (r;t);
we conclude that (39) is bounded in probability. Now, to be able to make the same conclusion





i (r;t) ¸ 0;c
(+)
i (r;t) ¸ 0 and c
(¡)
i (r;t) ¸ 0, all mean values are nonnegative. Returning to
















































































The analogous expressions we obtain for I Eb
(¡)
i (r;t), I Ec
(+)
i (r;t) and I Ec
(¡)
i (r;t), e. g.
I Ec
(¡)





¯fejX(rjX = x)dFX(x) + R(¡)
c (r;t)





i (r;t), I Ec
(+)
i (r;t) and I Ec
(¡)


























i (r;t) ¡ I Eb
(¡)
i (r;t) + I Ec
(+)


















2 dFX(x) = O(n¡ 1
4):
Since n¿¡1 < n¡ 1
4, we conclude the proof. 2
Corollary 1 Let the conditions C1, C2, C3, C4, NC1 and NC2 hold and ¯x arbitrary " >
0; M 2 (0;1) and ¿ 2 (1
2; 3
4). Then there is K 2 (0;1) and n";M;¿ 2 N so that for all n > n";M;¿
P
Ã(










¯ ¯ < K
)!
> 1 ¡ ":
Proof follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. 2
Lemma 4 Let the conditions C1 and NC1 hold and ¯x arbitrary " > 0; M 2 (0;1) and ¿ 2
(1
2; 3
4). Then there is K 2 (0;1) and n";M;¿ 2 N so that for all n > n";M;¿
P
Ã(



























> 1 ¡ ": (41)































¡ I fjeij < rg
i
;
we can nearly repeat the proof of Lemma 3. 2
Corollary 2 Let the conditions C1, C2, C3, C4, NC1 and NC2 hold and ¯x arbitrary " >
0; M 2 (0;1) and ¿ 2 (1
2; 3
4). Then there is K 2 (0;1) and n";M;¿ 2 N so that for all n > n";M;¿
P
Ã(




















> 1 ¡ ":
Proof follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 4. 2



































































































































































































































kZik ¢ kXik ¢
° °
°^ ¯(IWV;n;w) ¡ ¯0
° °
°:
Since ¿ + 1
2 > 1, I E kZik < 1, I Ejeij < 1 etc., due to Corollary 2 we conclude that (44) is op(1).










I fjrj(¯)j < vg











j=1 Ifjejj < jeijg represents number of indices for which absolute value of disturbance ej is































Now, recalling that ¼(¯;i) = j i® r2
i(¯) = r2
(j)(¯) (i.e. that r2
i(¯) = r2












































(`)g = op(1): (49)
Now, let G(z) denote the distribution function of e2
1 and let for any ® 2 (0;1), u2
® stay for the upper
®-quantile of G(z), i.e. P(e2
1 > u2
®) = 1 ¡ G(u2





there is a density of G(z), say g(z).
12Lemma 6 Let feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables with absolutely continuous distribution function Fe(r). For any ® 2 (0;1) let u2
® be the
upper quantile of the distribution G(z) and for any n 2 N put `n(®) = [(1¡®)n]int. Then for any
" 2 (0;1) there is a ¯nite constant K(") and n" 2 N such that for all n > n" and any ® 2 (0;1)





































Proof: During this proof let us write brie°y `n instead of `n(®). At ¯rst, we shall show that
for any " > 0 there is K" < 1 and n" 2 N such that for all n > n" and any ® 2 (0;1) there is a
U
(")
®;n (which can be in¯nite) such that
u2
® · U(")












































i jzjfe(z)dz < 1
2n¡ 1
2K": (57)
Let us ¯x an " > 0 and denote W(s) the Wiener process. Further, employing Lemma A.2, let us










Further, let us de¯ne a sequence of i.i.d. r.v. fVig1
i=1
Vi = time for W(s) to exit the interval (¡1;1)
and applying Lemma A.1, we have I EVi = 1 for all i. Now, for " > 0 (we have ¯x
ed a few lines above) let us ¯nd n" 2 N such that for any n > n", putting
Bn =
(









In what follows let us assume only n > n": Finally, let U
(")



































It is clear that such U
(")




® 2 (0;1) : n
¡ 1
2







For ® 2 (0;1) n A
(")



















we can put U
(")
®;n = 1. Then of course, u2
® < U
(")










Moreover, (due to the fact that U
(")











= ® · n¡ 1
2K"








i jzjfe(z)dz < 1
2n¡ 1
2K("):












Due to (61), we have P(Cn) = 1: For ® 2 A
(")
































Notice that due to the absolute continuity of the distribution function of ei's, processes v
(®)
i ; i =
1;2;::: (where the index of process is ® 2 [0;1]) are (again) separable (we shall need it later).
Then, for all i (due to (60)),
























; = 1 ¡ ® + n¡ 1
2K" < 1; (62)
i. e. in the case when e2
i · U
(")
®;n we have v
(®)
i = 1 ¡ an > 0, otherwise v
(®)
i = ¡an < 0. Now, let
¿
(®)
in = time for W(s) to exit the interval (¡an;1 ¡ an):



































for all ® 2 A
(")
®;n and for n > n". Taking into account (58), (59), (63), (64) and Lemma A.6, we

































































































































So we have found that for n > n" on the set Dn =
(












¯ ¯ < 1
2K"
)
which has probability at least 1 ¡ 1
























and taking into account that I EIfei · U
(")
®;ng = 1 ¡ ® + n¡ 1
2K" (see (62)) and recalling that













15In other words, it means that for all n > n" on the set Dn (which has probability at least 1¡ 1
2"),
we have uniformly for all ® 2 A
(")




n smaller than U
(")







So, we conclude that for all n > n" `n-th order statistic among e2
i's is smaller than U
(")
®;n
simultaneously for all ® 2 (0;1) on the (same) set Dn (which has probability at least 1 ¡ 1
2"). It
means that we have proved (55). (54) and (56) are ful¯lled by the de¯nition of U
(")
®;n.
Similarly, we can show that there are L
(")
®;n and ~ K" < 1 such that for all n > n"
u2
® ¸ L(")




































i jzjfe(z)dz < 1
2n¡ 1
2K(") (65)
and the proof follows. 2
In what follows for any r;s 2 R let us put [r;s]ord = [minfr;sg;maxfr;sg].
Corollary 3 Under assumptions of previous lemma for any " > 0 there is a ¯nite constant K"







\ IfBng ½ I(")


















(where `n(®) = [(1 ¡ ®)n]int).
Proof: During the proof let us write again `n instead of `n(®). Fix " 2 (0;1). According to
Lemma 6 let us ¯nd n" 2 N and K < 1 so that for all n > n" u2
® 2 I
(")






























\ IfBng ½ I
(")

























and the proof follows. 2
Let us recall that we have denoted by g(z) the density of d.f. G(z) = P(e2
1 < z), by u2
® its upper
®-quantile and `n(®) = [(1 ¡ ®)n]int.
Lemma 7 Let feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables with absolutely continuous distribution function F(z). Further, ¯x ± 2 (0;1). Finally,





g(z) > Lg > 0: (68)










¯ ¯ < n¡ 1
2 ¢ K(")
!
> 1 ¡ ":





2, the assumption (68) is ful¯lled if f(z) is in a
neighbourhood of zero positive. It seems to be acceptable in regression framework.













> 1 ¡ ": (69)










Moreover, let K(") = K(1)L¡1
g and n¢ = 2 ¢ [K(")¢¡1]int + 1. In what follows, let us restrict




























® + n¡ 1
2K("))
= an ¸ (1 ¡ ®) + n¡ 1
2K(")Lg > (1 ¡ ®) + n¡ 1
2K(1) > 1 ¡ ®; (72)
i. e. in the case when e2
i · u2
® + n¡ 1
2K(") we have v
(®)
i = 1 ¡ an > 0 otherwise v
(®)




in = time for W(s) to exit the interval (¡an;1 ¡ an):

























Further, let us de¯ne a sequence of i.i.d. r.v. fVig1
i=1
Vi = time for W(s) to exit the interval (¡1;1)










for all ® 2 (±;1) and for n > n". Now, for " > 0 (which was ¯xed at the beginning of the proof)
let us ¯nd n" > n± such that for any n > n", putting
Bn =
(




























































































































































® + n¡ 1
2K(")
o




In other words, it means that for all n > n" on the set of probability at least 1 ¡ ", we have
uniformly for all ® 2 (±;1) more than `n = [(1 ¡ ®)n]int of the squared disturbances e2
i's smaller
than u2
® + n¡ 1
2K("). But it implies that the `n-th order statistic among e2
i's is smaller than
u2
® +n¡ 1
2K("). Since it holds for all n > n" and simultaneously for all ® 2 (±;1) on the (same) set



















Remark 5 Let us stress that we were able to prove that the ®-quantile and the corresponding order
statistic are close each to other \uniformly" in ® 2 (±;1). At the ¯rst glance it may seem to be
rather strong result but it is probably very \natural". We may see the situation as follows. We have
assumed a sequence feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) of independent and identically distributed random variables.
We may assume that each of these variables is de¯ned on a probability space ­i;Ai;Pi (which are
copies of one ¯x space) and the basic probability space (we have mentioned at the beginning of the
paper) is then the in¯nite Carthesian product of these spaces with probability de¯ned in the way
which is used when proving Kolmogorov extension theorem, see e. g. Breiman (1968). We may
also assume that on each of these spaces we have de¯ned Wiener process. Then the system of







;n = 1;2;:::;® 2 (±;1)

















®2 + n¡ 1
2K(")
o






;n = 1;2;:::;® 2 (±;1) (see (71)) by the same Wiener processes but the lengths of
the intervals when we stop them decrease with increasing ®. So in fact the resulting set (for each









Lemma 8 Let feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed ran-
dom variables with absolutely continuous distribution function F(z) and denote the corresponding





f(z) > Lf > 0:











¯ ¯ < n¡ 1
2 ¢ K(")
!
> 1 ¡ ":
19Proof runs nearly along the same line as the proof of previous lemma.
Let us recall once again that we have denoted for any ® 2 (0;1) `n(®) = [(1¡®)n]int and that
we have denoted by g(z) the density of d.f. G(z) = P(e2
1 < z).
Lemma 9 Let feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables with absolutely continuous distribution function F(z) and denote the corresponding den-
sity by fe(z). Moreover, let f(z) be bounded (say by Uf) and uniformly locally Lipschitz of the
¯rst order in z, so that there is a ¯nite constant Kf such that there is a positive ¿ so that for any
pair z1;z2 2 R, jz1 ¡z2j < ¿ we have jf(z1) ¡ f(z2)j · Kf ¢jz1 ¡ z2j. Finally, ¯x ± 2 (0;1) and










f(z) > Lf > 0: (76)
Then for any " > 0 there is a ¯nite constant K(") and n" 2 N such that for any n > n" there is

























¯ < n¡ 3


























¯ < n¡ 3
2 ¢ K("): (78)
Proof: We are going to consider at ¯rst (77). Let us ¯x " > 0. Employing Lemmas 7 and 8, ¯nd




































P (Cn) > 1 ¡ ":
(In what follows we shall write mostly ` instead of `n(®), if no misinterpretation can occur.)
Further, let us denote Di;`;n =
n
! 2 ­ : ei(!) = e(`)(!)
o

































¢ IfCng ¢ IfDi;`;ng
¯ ¯
¯


















































































































































where the subindex of I Eq
e2
(`)
indicates that it is the mean value over
q
e2
(`) = z1. We are going
to ¯nd at ¯rst bounds of
I E
µ




















First of all, we are going to show that when evaluating the conditional mean value (81), due to
presence of IfCng in integrand, we need to do it only for z1 from a subinterval of
³
















¯ < n¡ 1
2 ¢ K";1



















As for any ® 2 (±;1) we have u® < u±, for b = u± + ¢(±) (for ¢(±) see Lemmas 7 and 8) let us





















¢ IfCng ¢ IfDc

















¢ IfCng ¢ IfDc




(`) · ei < u1¡ `
n




as we have denoted by fejX(vjX1 = x) the conditional density of e1 given X1, let us denote this












(`) = z1). Of course, the conditional density is ratio of the
joint density of ei and
q
e2
(`) divided by the density of
q
e2
(`). Let us start with the latter and
denote H(z) the d.f. and h(z) the density of r.v. je1j (please, see at this moment the proof of
Lemma A.4, the relation(A.3)). First of all, let us ¯nd the probability that at least ` r.v.'s are
smaller than z1. We select a group of r.v.'s containing k of them (k ¸ `) from n r.v.'s. Then the







Hence the density of
q
e2
(`) is (see (A.4))
n!
(` ¡ 1)!(n ¡ `)!
H`¡1(z1)[1 ¡ H(z1)]
n¡` h(z1): (87)
Now, let us ¯nd the joint density of ei and
q
e2
(`). Remember that the integrand in (81) contains




and 0 < ei < z2. Firstly, let us assume that z1 > z2. Then, similarly as in previous, we select
from n ¡ 1 r.v.'s (namely, je1j;je2j;:::;jei¡1j;jei+1j;:::;jenj) a group containing at least k ¸ ` ¡ 1




k!(n ¡ 1 ¡ k)!
Hk(z1)) ¢ [1 ¡ H(z1)]
n¡1¡k ¢ [F(z2) ¡ F(0)]
and hence the joint density is given as
(n ¡ 1)!
(` ¡ 2)!(n ¡ `)!
H`¡2(z1) ¢ [1 ¡ H(z1)]
n¡` ¢ h(z1) ¢ f(z2):













(`) = z1) =
` ¡ 2
n
H¡1(z1) ¢ f(z2): (88)




k!(n ¡ 1 ¡ k)!
Hk(z1)) ¢ [1 ¡ H(z1)]
n¡1¡k ¢ [F(z2) ¡ F(z1)]
22and hence the joint density is given now as
(n ¡ 1)!
(` ¡ 1)!(n ¡ 1 ¡ `)!
H`¡1(z1) ¢ [1 ¡ H(z1)]
n¡1¡` ¢ h(z1) ¢ f(z2):













(`) = z1) =
n ¡ `
n
H¡1(z1) ¢ f(z2): (89)
Finally, due to the presence of IfDc
i;`;ng in (81), we restrict ourselves on the case when
n
! 2 ­ : ei(!) 6= e(`)(!)
o
we can neglect ¯nding the conditional density for ei(!) = e(`). Now, it is clear that due to (84), i.
e. due to the fact that we need to evaluate conditional mean value (77) only for z1 2 (0;b), and
the assumptions (76), both
` ¡ 2
n




are uniformly in n, ` and z1 bounded by a ¯nite constant. It implies, again due to the as-













(`) = z1) is uniformly locally Lipschitz in z. It means that there is a ¯nite constant

































< ~ Kf¢jz¤ ¡ z¤¤j. It implies that there
is n";3 > n";2 such that for any n > n";3, any ` = 1;2;:::;`n(±) (or equivalently for any ® 2 (±;1))






































(`) = z1 < u1¡ `
n
, we have (see (86))
I E
µ



















































































































































· f Kf ¢
¯
¯ ¯z2 ¡ u1¡ `
n
¯
¯ ¯ · f Kf ¢
¯





jRn1(z1)j · f Kf ¢
¯















Hence for any n > n";1 and any ! 2 Cn (see (79))







(`), we have (see (85))
I E
µ

































(`) = z1) + Rn2(z1) (93)
with of course







and hence again for any n > n";1 and any ! 2 Cn
jRn2(z1)j · n¡1 ¢ f Kf ¢ K2
";1: (95)
Now employing Corollary A.1, we can ¯nd K";2 < 1 and n";4 > n";3 so that for any n > n";4 we













j%n;®(u)j · n¡ 1
2 ¢ K";2
(for %n;®(u) see (A.9) and (A.10) and notice that we have put K = K";1 in (A.10)) and h¤
n;®(u) is

































































































































































































































































































































Uf ¢ n¡ 1
2 ¢ K";1 ¢ n¡ 1
2 ¢ K";2 + n¡ 1
2 ¢ ~ Kf ¢ K";1 ¢
h



















































¯ · n¡ 3
2 ¢ C(1):
Along similar lines we prove also (78). That concludes the proof. 2
We shall need some other assumptions.
AC1 For any a 2 R+ there is ¢(a) > 0 so that
inf
z2(0;a+¢(a))
g(z) > Lg;a > 0:
AC2 There is q > 1 so that I E je1j
2q < 1.

























^ ¯(IWV;n;w) ¡ ¯0
´o
+ op(1): (96)
Remark 6 Although we have assumed ¯0 = 0, we have included ¯0 in (96) because the usual
form of asymptotic representation is (probably always) given with ¯0.





































(`)g + op(1): (98)
































































































































Let us recall that the instruments Zi's and the disturbances ei's are independent and I EZij = 0




















































































































































































¯ · 1 and
Pn
k=1 w¤






































































Then using H} older's inequality (for q0 de¯ned by 1
q + 1
q0 = 1 where q is given in C2; notice please


































































































¯ ¯ < n¡ 1







































We are going to show that it is small in probability.
In order to do it, let us recall once again that r2
(`)(¯0) = e2
(`) and employing Lemma 6 let us ¯nd

















































Now, ¯xing " > 0 and µ > 0, let us ¯nd ®0 2 (0;1) so that w(®0) ¡ w(1) · "¢µ
8¢K(") and n0 2 N so
that 1




w` = w(®0) ¡ w(1) ·
" ¢ µ
8 ¢ K(")

































































































































































































































































































































































































ei ¡ u1¡ `
n
i













































ei + u1¡ `
n
i


































We are going to make an idea at ¯rst about (110). Let us recall that we have put for any ® 2 (0;1)










= ® ¸ ®0







We'll employ Lemmas 7 and 8 for ± = ®0, i. e. for u2
± = u2
®0. For ", we have ¯xed in previous, let










































Further, utilizing Corollary 3 let us ¯nd n";2 2 N and K";2 < 1 such that for all n > n";2 there
is a set Cn such that P(Cn) > 1 ¡ "






















2 ¢ K";2: (116)
Let us put K" = maxfK";1;K";2g, n" = maxfn";1;n";1;1282 ¢ µ¡2 ¢ "¡2 ¢ K4
"g, Dn = Bn \ Cn and
consider n > n" (for µ see the line under (107)). Then we have P(Dn) > 1 ¡ "
64 and due to (115)





















ei ¡ u1¡ `
n
i








































ei ¡ u1¡ `
n
i










































ei ¡ u1¡ `
n
i













































































































































































































































30Now, employing Lemma 9, let us ¯nd n";1 2 N and a ¯nite constant K(") so that for any n > n"






















¯ < n¡1 ¢ K("):





























































































































































































































































































































g + op(1): (117)



















































i. Due to the fact that (remember

























































































Ziei + op(1): (118)

























































^ ¯(IWV;n;w) ¡ ¯0
´o
(119)








































^ ¯(IWV;n;w) ¡ ¯0
´o
(121)





























































and taking into account
p
n-consistency of ^ ¯(IWV;n;w), we ¯nd that (120) is Op(n¡ 1
2). Now,
employing (118), (119) and (121), we conclude the proof. 2
Corollary 4 Let the conditions C1, C2, C3, C4, NC1, NC2, AC1 and AC2 hold and let






















¢ Ziei + op(1): (122)













i = Q a:s:
and Q is positive de¯nite and hence regular. 2
Appendix
Lemma A.1 (· St· ep¶ an (1987), page 420, VII.2.8) Let a and b be positive numbers. Further let » be
a random variable such that P(» = ¡a) = ¼ and P(» = b) = 1¡¼ (for a ¼ 2 (0;1)) and I E» = 0.
Moreover let ¿ be the time for the Wiener process W(s) to exit the interval (¡a;b). Then
» =D W(¿)
where \=D" denotes the equality of distributions of the corresponding random variables. Moreover,
I E¿ = a ¢ b = var».
Remark A.1 Since the book by · St· ep¶ an (1987) is in Czech language we refer also to Breiman
(1968) where however this simple assertion is not isolated. Nevertheless, the assertion can be
found directly in the ¯rst lines of the proof of Proposition 13.7 (page 277) of Breiman's book. (See
also Theorem 13.6 on the page 276.)







· 2 ¢ P (jW(b)j > a):
Remark A.2 Since, as we have already said, the book by · St· ep¶ an (1987) is in Czech language we
refer again also to Breiman (1968) where however seemingly only weaker assertion can be found,
see Proposition 12.20 (page 258) of Breiman's book.












be a sequence of (p £ p)




ij = qij in probability (A.1)
where Q = fqijg
j=1;2;:::;p






sequence of p{dimensional random vectors such that



















Proof: Due to (A.1) the matrix V(n) is regular in probability. Let then 0 < ¸1n < ¸2n < ::: <
¸pn and z1n;z2n;:::;zpn be eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors (selected to be mutually
orthogonal) of the matrix [V(n)]TV(n). Let us write µ(n) =
Pp
j=1 ajnzjn (for an appropriate vector









[ajn]2¸jnkzjnk2 · ¸1nkµ(n)k: (A.2)
Moreover, denoting ¸1 the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix QTQ, we have ¸1n ! ¸1 in probability
as n ! 1. The assertion of the lemma then follows from (A.2). 2
Assertion A.1 Let feig1
i=1 (ei 2 R) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed
random variables with absolutely continuous distribution function F(z). Then for any n 2 N and







Proof. The proof can be found in · C¶ ³· zek (1996). Since it is not easy available, let us give it
















That concludes the proof. 2
34Assertion A.2 (Rao (1973), 1e.7) Stirling's formula is given as
n! =
p




where (n + 1
2)¡1 < ¸(n) < n¡1.
Lemma A.4 (Rao (1973) 6f.2, Theorem II) Let fXng
1
n=1 be the sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s distributed
according to d.f. F(x) with a continuous density f(x). Moreover, let for ® 2 (0;1) the quantile
u® (de¯ned by F(u®) = 1¡®) be given uniquely and f(u®) > 0. Finally, put ^ u® = X(`n(®)) where
`n(®) = [(1 ¡ ®)n]int. Then
p









Proof: Although the proof can be found in famous Rao's book, we sketch it because we shall
need some relations from it. Evidently








and hence the density of ^ u® reads as follows
n!
(`n(®) ¡ 1)!(n ¡ `n(®))!
F`n(®)¡1(x)[1 ¡ F(x)]
n¡`n(®) f(x): (A.4)
Putting y = F(x) (with, of course dy = f(x)dx), we obtain the density of r.v. ^ » = F(^ u®) as
n!
(`n(®) ¡ 1)!(n ¡ `n(®))!
y`n(®)¡1 [1 ¡ y]
n¡`n(®)























(`n(®) ¡ 1)!(n ¡ `n(®))!
®`n(®)¡ 1





















log(2¼) § ´(n) (A.7)
35where ´(n) = ¸(n) ¡ ¸(`n(®) ¡ 1) ¡ ¸(n ¡ `n(®)) (for ¸(n) see Assertion A.2). The logarithm of
(A.6) is of course given by


















+ z3 ¢ O(n¡ 1
2): (A.8)
Applying now Sche®e's theorem (see e.g. Rao (1973), 2c.4, Theorem XV), we conclude that
r.v. ^ ³ =
p
n(^ »¡®) p
®(1¡®) converges in distribution to the standard normal one. Using the inverse
transformation ^ u® = F¡1(^ »), we conclude the proof. 2
Corollary A.1 Let the assumption of the previous lemma hold and ®0 2 (0;1). Then for any
® 2 (®0;1) the density of ^ u® = X(`n(®)) is given by
hn;®(u) = h¤
n;®(u) + %n;®(u) (A.9)
where h¤







j%n;®(u)j = O(n¡ 1
2): (A.10)




Then the assertion of corollary follows from (A.7) and (A.8). 2
Lemma A.5 Under Conditions C1 we have
sup






¯ (v) ¡ F¯(v)
¯
¯ ¯ = Op(1): (A.11)
For the proof of lemma see V¶ ³· sek (2006a), Collorary 14.
De¯nition A.1 The stochastic process V = (V (s); s 2 S) ½ Rp;S ½ Rq; p;q 2 N; is called
separable if there is a countable dense subset T ½ S (i.e. T is countable and dense in S).
Lemma A.6 (· St· ep¶ an (1987), page 85, I.10.4) Let V = (V (s); s 2 S) ½ R`; ` 2 N be a separable
stochastic process de¯ned on the probability space (­;A;P). Moreover, let G ½ S be open and
denote by k(G) the set of all ¯nite subsets of G. Then for any close set K ½ Rp we have
f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Gg 2 A
and
P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Gg) = inf
J2k(G)
P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Jg):
36Proof: Since the book by · St· ep¶ an is in Czech language and the proof is short, we will give it.
Let T be countable dense subset of S. Then we have
f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Gg = f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 G \ Tg
and
P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Gg) · inf
J2k(G)
P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Jg)
· inf
J2k(G\S)
P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Jg) = P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 G \ Sg)
= P (f! 2 ­ : V (s) 2 K;s 2 Gg): 2
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